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LifeOmic is the software company
that leverages the cloud, machine learning and mobile apps to offer disruptive solutions to
healthcare providers, researchers, pharmaceutical firms, health IT companies and patients.
Our cloud-based software accelerates the development and delivery of precision health.

Conquering cancer is hard. As an
oncologist or oncology researcher, you face
the challenges of finding the right treatment
for the right patient.

Data holds the key to solving this challenge however
current IT systems don’t facilitate the aggregation of data in
a way that accelerates your progress. LifeOmic’s Precision
Health Cloud is the cloud platform that enables you to use
all of your data to for driving better patient outcomes.

The Precision Health Cloud for
Oncology was created to provide the
software to help you deliver the best
cancer treatments for each patient.
The Precision Health cloud directly
integrates with your EMR to obtain
patient data, observations and lab
values. It also integrates directly
with sequencing vendors such as
FoundationOne, NantOmics, and more.

You can seamlessly visualize this data in easy to customize

Data integration to your existing electronic medical record

dashboards including the Omics Explorer for exploring

system, sequencing vendors and laboratories.

variants and integrating external reference data. The
Precision Health Cloud can even match patients to
applicable clinical trials.
LifeOmic’s LIFE Extend mobile application provides the
conduit for patient reported outcomes, streamlining
survey data and compliance to care plans. Integration
with wearable and connected devices help you connect
with patients everywhere, all the time - at scale.
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Easily customizable dashboards to integrate views of your
patients and all of their data.
LIFE Extend mobile app for surveys, care plans, engagement,
and family support.
Cloud-based and highly secure. No software to install or
maintain

Sign up for demo at info.lifeomic.com/demo

